In [NNI] and [NNII] the authors investigated invariants of generic analytic structures on surface singularities and determined many of them like the geometric genus of generic surface singularities or h 1 of generic line bundles with a given Chern class on an arbitrary surface singularity.
Introduction
If there is a given negative definite resolution graph T , then there are several analytically different surface singularities with the same resolution graph and analytic invariants like the geometric genus or cohomology numbers of line bundles can change if we change the analytic structure.
In [NNI] the authors investigated Abel maps on normal surface singularities, and it turned out, that while many analytic invariants depend on the analytic type of the resolution, suprisingly the h 1 of a generic line bundle with a given Chern class on an arbitrary surface singularity depends just on on the resolution graph and can be computed combinatorially:
Theorem 1.0.1. Fix an arbitrary normal surface singularity whith resolution graph T and a cycle Z on it and furthermore a Chern class l ′ ∈ −S ′ . Then for any L ∈ Pic l ′ (Z) one has (1.0.2) h 1 (Z, L) ≥ χ(−l ′ ) − min 0≤l≤Z, l∈L χ(−l ′ + l), or, equivalently h 0 (Z, L) ≥ max 0≤l≤Z, l∈L χ(Z − l, L(−l)) = max 0≤l≤Z, l∈L { χ(Z − l) + (Z − l, l ′ − l) }.
Furthermore, if L is generic then in both inequalities we have equality. In particular, h * (Z, L) is topological and explicitly computable from T , whenever L is generic.
In [NNII] the authors following the local deformation theory of resolutions of normal surface singularities or more generally cycles on resolutions, computed several invariants of generic normal surface singularities, like it's geometric genus, analytic Poincaré series or cohomology of line bundles, the setup and the main theorem was the following:
We fix a generic normal surface singularity (X, o) and one of its generic good resolutions X with exceptional divisor E and dual graph T . For any integral effective cycle Z = Z(r) whose support |Z| is included in E (but it can be smaller than E) write V(|Z|) for the set of vertices J. Nagy {v : |Z| = v E v } and S ′ (|Z|) for the Lipman cone associated with the induced lattice L(|Z|).
Recall that for any −l ∈ S ′ (|Z|) one has the Abel map cl : ECal(Z) → Picl(Z).
By it's definition, a line bundle L ∈ Picl(Z) is in the image im(cl) if and only if it has a section with no fixed components, that is, H 0 (Z, L) reg = ∅, where H 0 (Z, L) reg := H 0 (Z, L) \ ∪ v H 0 (Z − E v , L(−E v )).
As above, for any l ′ ∈ L ′ we denote the restriction of the natural line bundle O X (l ′ ) to Z by O Z (l ′ ). Denote also byl the restriction R(l ′ ) of l ′ ∈ L ′ into L ′ (|Z|).
Theorem 1.0.3. Assume that (X, o) and its good resolution ( X, E) is generic. Fix also some Z = Z(r) as above.
(I) Assume that l ′ = v∈V l ′ v E v ∈ L ′ satisfies l ′ v < 0 for any v ∈ V(|Z|) and −l ∈ S ′ (|Z|). Then the following facts are equivalent:
(a) O Z (l ′ ) ∈ im(cl), that is, H 0 (Z, O Z (l ′ )) reg = ∅; (b) cl is dominant, or equivalently, L gen ∈ im(cl), that is, H 0 (Z, L gen ) reg = ∅, for a generic line bundle L gen ∈ Picl(Z);
(c) O Z (l ′ ) ∈ im(cl), and for any D ∈ (cl) −1 (O Z (l ′ )) the tangent map T D cl : T D ECal(Z) → T OZ (l ′ ) Picl(Z) is surjective.
(II) Assume that l ′ = v∈V l ′ v E v ∈ L ′ such that l ′ v < 0 for any v ∈ V(|Z|). Then h i (Z, O Z (l ′ )) = h i (Z, L gen ) for i = 0, 1 and a generic line bundle L gen ∈ Picl(Z).
There are however other invariants like the multiplicity of generic surface singularities or class of the images of Abel maps we wish to compute in following manuscripts.
In this article we work out a relative setup of generic structures on surface singularities, where we fix a given analytic type or line bundle on a smaller subgraph or more generally on a smaller cycle and we choose a relatively generic line bundle or analytic type on the large cycle and wish to compute it's invariants, like geometric genus or h 1 of natural line bundles.
The formulas yielding the answers to this questions are quite intresting on their own, however the real power of these results, that they give possibility for inductive proofs of problems regarding generic surface singularities.
The two main theorems will be the analouges of the previously mentioned two theorems for relatively generic structures.
In section 2) we summarise the necessary topological and analytic invariants of normal surface singularities.
In sections 3), 4) we recall the notations and necessary results from [NNI] about effective Cartier divisors, Abel maps and differential forms.
In section 5) we define the analouges of the space of effective Cartier divisors, Abel maps and generic line bundles in the relative case, and we prove our main theorem about the cohomology numbers of relatively generic line bundles.
In section 6) we clarify what we mean on a relatively generic analytic structure on a resolution graph T with respect to a fixed analytic structure X 1 on a subgraph T 1 and cuts D v2 on X 1 along we glue the tubular neighorhoods of exceptional divisors E v2 which have got a neighbour in V 1 . Furthermore we prove our main theorem about the cohomology numbers of natural line bundles on relatively generic singularities.
In section 7) we prove a few corollaries of our main theorems about elliptic singularities or dimension of images of Abel maps on generic singularities.
Preliminaries
2.1. The resolution. Let (X, o) be the germ of a complex analytic normal surface singularity, and let us fix a good resolution φ : X → X of (X, o). We denote the exceptional curve φ −1 (0) by E, and let ∪ v∈V E v be its irreducible components. Set also E I := v∈I E v for any subset I ⊂ V. For the cycle l = n v E v let its support be |l| = ∪ nv =0 E v . For more details see [N07, N12, N99b] .
2.2. Topological invariants. Let T be the dual resolution graph associated with φ; it is a connected graph. Then M := ∂ X can be identified with the link of (X, o), it is also an oriented plumbed 3-manifold associated with T . We will assume that M is a rational homology sphere, or, equivalently, T is a tree and all genus decorations of T are zero. We use the same notation V for the set of vertices, and δ v for the valency of a vertex v.
L := H 2 ( X, Z), endowed with a negative definite intersection form I = ( , ), is a lattice. It is freely generated by the classes of 2-spheres
All the E v -coordinates of any E * u are strict positive. We define the Lipman cone as
2.3. Analytic invariants. The group Pic( X) of isomorphism classes of analytic line bundles on X appears in the exact sequence
where c 1 denotes the first Chern class. Here Pic 0 ( X) = H 1 ( X, O X ) ≃ C pg , where p g is the geometric genus of (X, o). (X, o) is called rational if p g (X, o) = 0. Artin in [A62, A66] characterized rationality topologically via the graphs; such graphs are called 'rational'. By this criterion, T is rational if and only if χ(l) ≥ 1 for any effective non-zero cycle l ∈ L >0 . Here χ(l) = −(l, l − Z K )/2, where Z K ∈ L ′ is the (anti)canonical cycle identified by adjunction formulae
The epimorphism c 1 admits a unique group homomorphism section l ′ → s(l ′ ) ∈ Pic( X), which extends the natural section l → O X (l) valid for integral cycles l ∈ L, and such that c 1 (s(l ′ )) = l ′ [N07, O04]. We call s(l ′ ) the natural line bundles on X. By their definition, L is natural if and only if some power L ⊗n of it has the form O(−l) for some l ∈ L.
Natural line bundles appear in the presence of coverings as well. Indeed, let π : (X ab , o) → (X, o) be the universal abelian covering of (X, o) (associated with the homomorphism π 1 (M ) → H 1 (M ) = H) and let π : X ab → X be the (normalized) pullback of π by the resolution φ : X → X. Then the Galois group H acts on π * (O X ab ), whose eigensheaves are π * (O X ab ) = ⊕ h∈H s(−r h ) [N07] . Hence, in this way, one recovers all the natural line bundles with Chern classes in the open-closed cube. Those with arbitrary Chern clasess satisfy s(−l − r h ) = O X (−l) ⊗ s(−r h ) for certain l ∈ L. In the sequel we write uniformly O X (l ′ ) for s(l ′ ).
Since O X ab might have only cyclic quotient singularities, 
where Pic 0 (Z) = H 1 (Z, O Z ). If Z 2 ≥ Z 1 then there are natural restriction maps (for simplicity we denote all of them by the same symbol r), Pic( X) → Pic(Z 2 ) → Pic(Z 1 ). Similar restrictions are defined at Pic 0 level too. These restrictions are homomorphisms of the exact sequences (2.3.1) and (2.3.3). Furthermore, we define a section of (2.3.3) by s Z (l ′ ) := r(s(l ′ )) = O X (l ′ )| Z . They also satisfies c 1 • s Z = id L ′ . We write O Z (l ′ ) for s Z (l ′ ), and we call them natural line bundles on Z.
We also use the notations Pic l ′ ( X)
2.3.4. The analytic multivariable Poincaré series is defined as follows [N12] , see also [CDGZ04, CDGZ08] . For every L ∈ Pic( X) (respectively, for Z > 0 and L ∈ Pic(Z)) one defines
.
is an isomorphism for any I ∋ v, hence (and similar isomorphism holds for Z), hence
At the level of X one defines a multivariable series as P L (t) := l ′ ∈L ′ p L(−l ′ ) t l ′ . It also has an H-decomposition h P L,h according to the classes [l ′ ] ∈ H of the exponents of t l ′ . By (2.3.5) it is supported on c 1 (L) + S ′ . We write P (t) :
The first cohomology of the natural line bundles and the series P (t) are linked by the following identity proved in [N12] : 
Let us fix Z ∈ L, Z ≥ E. (The restriction Z ≥ E is imposed by the easement of the presentation, everything can be adopted for Z > 0).
As usual, we say that L ∈ Pic l ′ (Z) has no fixed components if
is non-empty. Note that H 0 (Z, L) is a module over the algebra H 0 (O Z ), hence one has a natural action of H 0 (O * Z ) on H 0 (Z, L) 0 . For the next lemma see e.g. [Kl, §3] . 
, then one can construct for each E v cuts in X intersecting E v in a generic point and having with it intersection multiplicity m v . Their collection D provides an element in ECa l ′ (Z) whose image by c is O Z (D) ∈ Pic l ′ (Z). Therefore
The action of H 0 (O * Z ) can be analysed quite explicitly. Note that from the exact sequence 0
. We have the following lemma and theorem from [NNI] :
is a principal affine bundle. Hence, the fiber c −1 (L), L ∈ Im(c l ′ ), is a smooth, irreducible quasiprojective variety of dimension
Theorem 3.1.7. If l ′ ∈ −S ′ then the following facts hold.
(1) ECa l ′ (Z) is a smooth variety of dimension (l ′ , Z).
(2) The natural restriction r : ECa l ′ (Z) → ECa l ′ (E) is a locally trivial fiber bundle with fiber isomorphic to an affine space. Hence, the homotopy type of ECa l ′ (Z) is independent of the choice of Z and it depends only on the topology of (X, o).
4.
The arrangement {V X (I)} I⊂V and differential forms 4.1. Review of Laufer Duality [La72] . Following Laufer, we identify the dual space H 1 ( X, O X ) * with the space of global holomorphic 2-forms on X \ E up to those which can be extended over X.
For this, use Serre duality
. The first isomorphism can be realized as follows. Fix a small tubular neighbourhood N ⊂ X of E such that its closure is compact in X. Take any ω ∈ H 0 (X \E, Ω 2 X ), and extend the restriction ω| X\N to a C ∞ (2, 0)-formω on X. The∂ω is a compactly supported C ∞ (2, 1)-form, hence determines a class in H 1 c ( X, Ω 2 ). Ifω is a holomorphic extension then∂ω = 0. Next, let λ be a C ∞ (0, 1) form in X. Then the duality
Assume that the class 
which have no poles along E I . Let's denote by ( X/E V\I , o V\I ) the multi-germ obtained by contracting the connected components of E V\I in X, let X(V \ I) be a small neighbourhood of E V\I in X, which is the inverse image by φ of a Stein neighbourhood of ( X/E V\I , o V\I ), we have the following proposition from [NNI] . The next result from [NNI] shows that the linear subspace arrangement {V X (I)} I of H 1 ( X, O X ) is dual to the linear subspace arrangement {Ω(I)} I of Ω ∅ = H 0 ( X \ E, Ω 2 X )/H 0 ( X, Ω 2 X ). Theorem 4.2.3. Via duality (4.1.1) one has V X (I) * = Ω(I).
Relatively generic line bundles
In this section we wish to generalize the results in [NNI] about cohomology of generic line bundles to the 'relative' situation. In the next paragraphs we explain the setup. 5.1. The relative setup. We consider a cycle Z ≥ E on the resolution X, and a smaller cycle Z 1 ≤ Z, where we denote |Z 1 | = V 1 and the subgraph corresponding to it by Γ 1 . We have the restriction map r : Pic(Z) → Pic(Z 1 ) and one has also the (cohomological) restriction operator
. For any L ∈ Pic(Z) and any l ′ ∈ L ′ (Γ) it satisfies (5.1.1) c 1 (r(L)) = R 1 (c 1 (L)).
In particular, we have the following commutative diagram as well:
By the 'relative case' we mean that instead of the 'total' Abel map c l ′ (with l ′ ∈ −S ′ and Z ≥ E) we study its restriction above a fixed fiber of r. That is, we fix some L ∈ Pic R1(l ′ ) (Z 1 ), and we study the restriction of
We start with some properties of the r. Before we state them let us mention that for arbitrary l ′ the map r is not necessarily surjective. In fact, it can happen that (with the above notations), if we set L := c R1(l ′ ) (D 1 ), then even Imr ∩ (c R1(l ′ ) ) −1 (L) is empty.
However, we have the following lemma.
(Since r is not proper, we do not expect that r is a C ∞ locally trivial fibration.)
Proof. (a) We will use the notations of the proof of Theorem 3.1.7. By the product structure of the local neighbourhoods, we can assume that D is supported in only one point p. Now we distingwish several different cases. If p is a regular point of an exceptional divisor E v such that v / ∈ |Z 1 |, then the statement is trivial, since in this case r(D) is the empty divisor which is the only point of ECa 0 (Z 1 ) and so the map r is obviously a submersion at the point D.
On the other hand if p is a regular point of an exceptional divisor E v such that v ∈ |Z 1 | or p is the intersection point of two exceptional divisors E v , E w , such that v, w ∈ |Z 1 |, then the claim follows from the theorem in [NNI] , that if A ≥ B ≥ E are effective cycles on a resolution and l ′ ∈ −S ′ arbitrary, then ECa l ′ (A) is the total space of a locally analitically trivial fibration over ECa l ′ (B) with fibres isomorphic to an affine vector space.
So we have to deal with the remaining case in the following, when p is the intersection point of two exceptional divisors E v , E w , such that v ∈ |Z 1 | and w / ∈ |Z 1 |, let's call this case like p is a contact point. Let's have in the following V \ |Z 1 | = V 2 and let's have the cohomological restriction operator R 2 :
So next assume that p is a contact point, and D has equation f = x n + y m + xyg(x, y), the local equation of Z and Z 1 are x N y M , x N1 respectively, where we of course have N 1 ≤ N . D 1 is represented by the same equation f , but now modulo x N1 . Hence, via the proof of Theorem 3.1.7 from [NNI] ,
(b) Let ECa R1(l ′ ) (Z 1 ) =cp be the subset those divisors in ECa R1(l ′ ) (Z 1 ) whose supports do not contain any contact points. This is a Zariski open set of ECa R1(l ′ ) (Z 1 ). But for any D 1 ∈ ECa R1(l ′ ) (Z 1 ) =cp the fiber r −1 (D 1 ) is non-empty.
(c) The first two statements follow from (a). Next we prove the irreducibility. Again, by the product structure, we can assume that D 1 ∈ ECa R1(l ′ ) (Z 1 ) is supported in only one point p. If D 1 ∈ ECa R1(l ′ ) (Z 1 ) =cp then the statement is again trivial as in part a).
Next we assume that p is a contact point. We will use the local charts from the proof of Theorem 3.1.7.
We distinguish two cases. First we assume that g(x, y) has a non-zero monomial of type
is f . Furthermore, let D be the Cartier divisor given by f . Note that (f, y) p = o, hence the E ucontribution of D in the Chern class is −oE * u (which is independent of the choice of f , that is, any possible lift necessarily has this contribution). Using this facts we can write explicitly r −1 (D 1 ).
In this case the fiber r −1 (D 1 ) is non-empty, and it has the following product structure (up to an isomorphism). The first factor is the kernel of the local submersion φ :
The second factor is ECa l ′ 2 (Z 2 ) =cp , which is smooth, irreducible and of dimension (l ′ , Z 2 ) − oM . Putting all these together, we get that r −1 (D 1 ) ≃ (o), where (o) := ker φ × ECa l ′ 2 (Z 2 ) =cp , which is smooth, irreducible and of the right dimension.
Next, we assume that such an o < N 1 does not exists, that is, f = y m + xyg(x, y) (mod x N1 ). If (l ′ , E u ) < N 1 then again r −1 (D 1 ) = ∅ since any extension D contributes with at least N 1 into (l ′ , E u ).
Hence, assume that N 1 ≤ (l ′ , E u ) and fix any integer o with N 1 ≤ o ≤ (l ′ , E u ). Then choose the representative f = f o = y m + xyg(x, y) + λ o x o (λ o = 0) as above and consider the space (o) constructed similarly as in the first case. It is open and irreducible in r −1 (D 1 ), of the same dimension.
Then use (3.1.6) and Theorem 3.1.7(1).
Since r is dominant and open (cf. 5.1.3), if ECa l ′ ,L is non-empty, that is, R := Imr∩(c R1(l ′ ) ) −1 (L) = ∅, then R is a non-empty Zariski open set in (c R1(l ′ ) ) −1 (L), hence it is irreducible. Since all the fibers of r over R are irreducible (cf. 5.1.3(c)) and r is a local submersion, ECa l ′ ,L itself is irreducible.
Next we wish to prove in the following the analouge of the theroem about dominance of Abel maps in the relative setup:
Theorem 5.1.6. One has the following facts:
(1) If (l ′ , L) is relative dominant then ECa l ′ ,L is nonempty and h 1 (Z, L) = h 1 (Z 1 , L) for any generic L ∈ r −1 (L).
(2) (l ′ , L) is relative dominant if and only if for all 0 < l ≤ Z, l ∈ L one has
(
All these combined provide h 0 (Z, L) ≤ h 0 (Z−l, L(−l)) for some l > 0, which yields H 0 (Z, L) 0 = ∅. This contradicts the fact that L ∈ Im(c l ′ ).
For the opposite direction, assume that
In the sequel we assume that L is a generic element of L ∈ r −1 (L).
, which is false, so this contradiction finishes the proof of part 2).
In the following similarly as in [NNI] in the case of generic line bundles, we want to compute the cohomology of relatively generic line bundles.
Furthermore, if L is generic in r −1 (L) then in both inequalities we have equalities.
Proof. Again, by Riemann-Roch, it is enough to verify only the statement for h 0 . Note that for any l and L one has
), hence the inequality follows. We need to show the opposite inequality for L generic in r −1 (L). For h 0 (Z, L) = 0 it follows by taking l = Z.
Hence, assume h 0 (Z, L) = 0. Then, as in the proof of Theorem 5.1.6, there exists 0
Notice, that from the proof above we also proved the stronger statement: if L is generic in r −1 (L),
Remark 5.1.9. Let's look at the special case in the following, when Z = Z 1 +Z 2 , where |Z 1 |∩|Z 2 | = ∅ and let's denote |Z 1 | = V 1 and |Z 1 | = V 2 , and the corresponding subgraphs by Γ 1 and Γ 2 . We have the (cohomological) restriction operators R i :
(1) The inequalities from Theorem 5.1.7 provide (in principle) better bounds for elements L ∈ r −1 (L) then the trivial bound h 1 (Z, L) ≥ χ(−l ′ )−min 0≤l≤Z χ(−l ′ +l) valid for arbitrary L ∈ Pic l ′ (Z) by semicontinuity.
However, in some cases they coincide. E.g., if Γ 1 is rational, then Pic l ′ (Z) = {L} = {O Z1 (R 1 (l ′ ))}, hence r −1 (L) = Pic l ′ (Z). Since both inequalities become equalities for generic elements, one has min 0≤l≤Z
a fact, which is not at all evident without Theorems 5.1.6 and 5.1.7.
(2) If we take in the expression in min on the right hand side of (5.1.8) l = 0 we obtain h 1 (Z, L) ≥ h 1 (Z 1 , L) (a fact, which follows from the epimorphism L → L| Z1 too). However, the actual bound of (5.1.8) in general is strict larger. Indeed, already a better estimate is given by cycles l with l 1 = 0. For them we get
Here, usually (if Z 2 ≫ 0) both terms h 1 (Z 1 , L(−R 1 (l 2 )) and χ(l 2 ) + (l ′ , l 2 ) increases (tend to ∞) when l 2 increases, and their difference provides the bound in (5.1.10).
In fact, one can split this expression into a bound which shows some basic independent Γ 1 -Γ 2contributions (however, in this way it becomes less sharp). Indeed, since the inclusion L(−R 1 (l 2 )) → L has finite quotient, h 1 (Z 1 , L(−R 1 (l 2 )) ≥ h 1 (Z 1 , L). This shows
(5.1.11) E.g., if l ′ = 0 then h 1 (Z, L) ≥ h 1 (Z 1 , L) − min χ(Γ 2 ) (which can be much larger than h 1 (Z 1 , L)). However, this is much smaller than the actual bound of (5.1.8). Assume e.g. that both Γ 1 and Γ 2 are rational and l ′ = 0, then (5.1.11) provides the trivial bound, but in (5.1.8) − min χ(Γ) can be arbitrary large. This somehow suggests that the expression from the right hand side of (5.1.8) is rather complex, and it motivates its 'non-easy' form as well (saying that we cannot take a naive splitting into Γ 1 and Γ 2 ).
Cohomology of natural line bundles on relatively generic singularities
In the following we would like to generalise the theorem about the geometric genus and analytic Poincaré series of generic singularities from [NNII] to the case to the relatively generic case.
While the theorems will be more general, the proofs will be less technical, than in the original case because of the more possibility of inductive proofs. We will have a bit less general setup as before We would like to investigate the situation when we have a fixed singularity, and we glue subgraphs generically to its resolution graph. We are looking for the geometric genus or the analytic Poincaré series of the big singularity. Now let's fix a a topological type, so a resolution graph T with vertex set V, We consider a partition V = V 1 ∪ V 2 of the set of vertices V = V(Γ). They define two (not necessarily connected) subgraphs Γ 1 and Γ 2 . We call the intersection of an exceptional divisor from V 1 with an exceptional divisor from V 2 a contact point. For any Z ∈ L = L(Γ) we write
In the following for the sake of simplicity we will denote r = r 1 . Furthermore let's have a fixed analytic type X 1 for the subtree T 1 (if it is nonconnected, then an analytic type for each component).
Also for each vertex v 2 ∈ V 2 which has got a neighbour in V 1 let's fix a cut D v2 on X 1 along we glue the exceptional divisor E v2 . If for some vertex v 2 ∈ V 2 which has got a neighbour in V 1 there isn't a fixed cut, then we glue the exceptional divisor E v2 along a generic cut.
We know that the tubular neighbourhood of the exceptional divisors are analitycally taut, so let's plumb the tubular neihgbourhood of the vertices in V 2 with the above conditons generically to the fixed resolution X 1 , now we get a big singularity X and we say that X is a relatively generic singularity corresponding to the analytical structure X 1 and the cuts D v2 .
We want to explain a little bit more precisely by the terminology of [NNII] and the definitions of Laufer from [?] , what we mean by a relatively generic singularity, so let's recall the necesarry terminology: 6.1. Laufer's results. In this subsection we review some results of Laufer regarding deformations of the analytic structure on a resolution space of a normal surface singularity with fixed resolution graph (and deformations of non-reduced analytic spaces supported on exceptional curves) [La73] . The topological object is a graph with multiplicities, denoted by Γ(r). As a non-decorated graph coincides with the graph Γ without decorations. Additionally each vertex v has a 'multiplicity decoration' r v , and we put also the self-intersection decoration E 2 v whenever r v > 1. (Hence, the vertex v does not inherit the self-intersection decoration of v if r v = 1). Note that the abstract 1-dimensional analytic space Z(r) determines by its reduced structure the shape of the dual graph Γ, and by its non-reduced structure all the multiplicities {r v } v∈V , and additionally, all the selfintersection numbers E 2 v for those v's when r v > 1. We say that the space Z(r) has topological type Γ(r). Clearly, the analytic structure of (X, o), hence of X too, determines each 1-dimensional nonreduced space O Z(r) . The converse is also true in the following sense. , whose topological type Γ(r) can be completed to a negative definite graph Γ (or, lattice L). Then there exists a 2-dimensional manifold X in which Z(r) can be embedded with support E such that the intersection matrix inherited from the embedding E ⊂ X is the negative definite lattice L. In particular (since by Grauert theorem [GR62] the exceptional locus E in X can be contracted to a normal singularity), any such Z(r) is always associated with a normal surface singularity (as above).
(b) Suppose that we have two singularities (X, o) and (X ′ , o) with good resolutions as above with the same resolution graph Γ. Depending solely on Γ the integers {r v } v may be chosen so large that if O Z(r) ≃ O Z ′ (r) , then E ⊂ X and E ′ ⊂ X ′ have biholomorphically equivalent neighbourhoods via a map taking E to E ′ .
In particular, in the deformation theory of X it is enough to consider the deformations of nonreduced spaces of type O Z(r) .
Fix a non-reduced 1-dimensional space Z = Z(r) with topological type Γ(r) and we also choose a closed subspace Y of Z (whose support can be smaller, it can be even empty). More precisely, (Z, Y ) locally is isomorphic with (C{x, y}/(x a y b ), C{x, y}/(
Definition 6.1.2. [La73, Def. 2.1] A deformation of Z, fixing Y , consists of the following data:
(i) There exists an analytic space Z and a proper map λ : Z → Q, where Q is a manifold containing a distinguished point 0.
(ii) Over a point q ∈ Q the fiber Z q is the subspace of Z determined by the ideal sheaf λ * (m q ) (where m q is the maximal ideal of q). Z is isomorphic with Z 0 , usually they are identified.
(iii) λ is a trivial deformation of Y (that is, there is a closed subspace Y ⊂ Z and the restriction of λ to Y is a trivial deformation of Y ).
(iv) λ is locally trivial in a way which extends the trivial deformation λ| Y . This means that for ant q ∈ Q and z ∈ Z there exist a neighborhood W of z in Z, a neighborhood V of z in Z q , a neighborhood U of q in Q, and an isomorphism φ : W → V × U such that λ| W = pr 2 • φ (compatibly with the trivialization of Y from (iii)), where pr 2 is the second projection; for more see [loc.cit.].
One verifies that under deformations (with connected base space) the topological type of the fibers Z q , namely Γ(r), stays constant (see [La73, Lemma 3.1]). 
If ρ 0 is surjective than ρ q is surjective for all q sufficiently near to 0.
(c) There exists a deformation λ with ρ 0 bijective. In such a case in a neighbourhood U of 0 the deformation is essentially unique, and the fiber above q is isomorphic to Z for only at most countably many q in U . Now let's return to our original setup, and let's choose a very large cycle Y on T , such that the analytic structure of Y determines the analytic structure on the resolution, and let's have its subcycle Y 1 .
Assume, that there is a vertex v 1 ∈ V 1 and it's neigbour v 2 ∈ V 2 such that there is a fixed cut D v2 on X 1 where we should glue the tubular neighborhood of the excpetional divisor E v2 , then let's blow up E v1 sequentially Y v1 times always at the intersection point of E v2 and it's neigbour exceptional divisor in the direction of E v1 .
Let the new resolution graph be T new and the two cycles on it π * (Y ), π * (Y 1 ). Let's have a complete deformation λ : Y → Q of π * (Y ) fixing π * (Y 1 ) and let's choose a generic point in the parameter space q ∈ Q, then we have the pair π * (Y q ), π * (Y q,1 ). If we blow down this given analytic sturcture, then we get a relatively generic resolution with resolution graph T corresponding to the analytical structure X 1 and the cuts D v2 . Now we have the following theorem with this setup:
Theorem 6.1.5. Let's have the setup as above, so 2 resolution graphs T 1 ⊂ T with vertex sets V 1 ⊂ V, where V = V 1 ∪ V 2 and a fixed singularity X 1 for the resolution graph T 1 , and cuts D v2 along we glue E v2 for all vertices v 2 ∈ V 2 which has got a neighbour in V 1 . Now let's assume that X is a relatively generic analytic stucture on T corresponding to X 1 . Furthermore let's have an effective cycle Z on X and let's have Z = Z 1 + Z 2 , where |Z 1 | ⊂ V 1 and |Z 2 | ⊂ V 2 . Let's have a natural line bundle L on X, such that c 1 (L) = l ′ = − v∈V ′ a v E v , with a v > 0, v ∈ V 2 ∩ |Z|, and let's denote c 1 (L|Z) = l ′ m = − v∈|Z| b v E v . Furthermore let's denote L = L|Z 1 , then we have the following: 1) We have H 0 (Z, L) 0 = ∅ if and only if (l ′ , L) is relative dominant or equivalently:
where L gen is a generic line bundle in r −1 (L) ⊂ P ic l ′ m (Z).
3)
Now let's have the same setup, but now we assume only, that a v = 0 if v ∈ V 2 ∩ |Z|. Assume, that H 0 (Z, L) 0 = ∅, and pick an arbitrary D ∈ (c l ′ m ) −1 L ⊂ ECa l ′ m ,L . Then c l ′ m : ECa l ′ m ,L → r −1 (L) is a submersion in D, and h 1 (Z, L) = h 1 (Z 1 , L) . In particular the map c l ′ m : ECa l ′ m ,L → r −1 (L) is dominant, which means (l ′ m , L) is relative dominant, or equivalently:
Remark 6.1.9. Statement 1) and 2) are enough to compute the geometric genus and Poincaré series of the singularity X but we also need statement 3), which is in some way sharper, to compute all the cohomologies of natural line bundles of generic singularities in a following manuscript. We could also prove the whole statement by using part 3), however the proof of 1) and 2) can be done in a purely combinatorial way, so we prove it in this different manner.
Proof. We will prove statement 1) and 2) simultaneously by induction on the number h 1 (Z)−h 1 (Z 1 ). Now if h 1 (Z) − h 1 (Z 1 ) = 0, then every line bundle L on Z is relatively generic with respect to L|Z 1 , so our theorem follows from the results on relatively generic line bundles.
So now assume, that h 1 (Z)−h 1 (Z 1 ) > 0, and let's have a vertex u ∈ V 2 ∩|Z|, such that P c Z,u > 0, and let's blow up the divisor E u sequentially along generic points until the periodic constant is not 0, so let the new vertices be u 0 = u, u 1 , · · · , u t , such that P c Z,ut > 0, but if we blow up u t in an arbitrary point, then P c Z,ut+1 = 0, let's denote the blowed up singularity by X t .
This means that all differential forms in H 0 ( X,K+Z) H 0 ( X,K has got a pole on E ut of order at most 1, but there is at least one differential form in H 0 ( X,K+Z) H 0 ( X,K , which has got a pole on E ut . Now let's denote the resolution graph supported by the vertices V \ u ∪ u 0 , · · · ∪ u t−1 = V s by T s , and the singularity corresponding to it by X s .
Lets fix a relatively generic singularity X s corresponding to X 1 and the cuts D v2 , and a relatively generic singularity X corresponding to X s , then we know, that X is a relatively generic singularity corresponding to X 1 . Furthermore let's denote Z t = π * (Z) and by Z s the restriction of the cycle Z t to the subsingularity X s .
It is obvious, that h 1 (Z s ) − h 1 (Z 1 ) < h 1 (Z) − h 1 (Z 1 ), which means, that if A ≤ Z s is any cycle on X s and L s is any natural line bundle on X t satisfiying the conditions of our theorem, then h 1 (A, L s ) = h 1 (A, L gen ), where L gen is a generic line bundle in r −1 (L s |A 1 ), where A 1 = min(A, Z 1 ).
Let's have now a natural line bundle L on X, such that c 1 (L) = l ′ = − v∈V ′ a v E v , with a v > 0, v ∈ V 2 ∩ |Z|, and let's denote c 1 (L)||Z| = l ′ m = − v∈|Z| b v E v , and assume first, that (l ′ m , L) is not relative dominant on Z, in this case we want to prove H 0 (Z, L) 0 = ∅. Let's have the line bundle π * (L) on the blowed up singularity with chern class π * (l ′ ). Now from the fact, that (l ′ m , L) is not relative dominant on Z we get, that (π * (l ′ m ), L) is not relative dominant on Z t . Indeed the isometry between H 1 (Z) and
. We have to prove H 0 (Z t , π * (L)) 0 = ∅, indeed if there were a section s ∈ H 0 (Z, L) 0 , then we would have H 0 (Z t , π * (L)) 0 = ∅, because we blow up Z in generic points.
Let's denote L s = r s (π * (L)), now by induction, if (R s (π * (l ′ m )), L) is not relative dominant on Z s , then H 0 (Z s , L s ) 0 = ∅, from which H 0 (Z t , π * (L)) 0 = ∅. Now if (R s (π * (l ′ m )), L) is relative dominant on Z s , then we claim, that (π * (l ′ m ), L s ) is not relative dominant on Z t . Indeed assume to the contrary, that (π * (l ′ m ), L s ) is relative dominant on Z t , then it means:
for all 0 ≤ l ≤ Z t . Now let's have a generic line bundle L gen in r −1 (L) ∈ Pic Rs(π * (l ′ m )) (Z s ), by induction we know, that for all 0 ≤ l ≤ Z t we have h 1 ((Z − l) s , L s (−R s (l))) = h 1 ((Z − l) s , L gen (−R s (l))), which means:
for all 0 ≤ l ≤ Z t . It means, that for a generic line bundle L gen ∈ Pic Rs(π * (l ′ m )) (Z s ) we know, that (π * (l ′ m ), L gen ) is relatively dominant on Z t , however we also know, that (R s (π * (l ′ m )), L) is relative dominant on Z s , so it follows, that (π * (l ′ m ), L) is also relative dominant on Z t , which is a conradiction. So we know, that (π * (l ′ m ), L s ) is not relative dominant on Z t . Now let's have a large number N , such that dim(Im(c N E * u t (Z t ))) = P c Zt,ut , and let's blow up the divisor E ut in N different generic points, let's denote the new divisors by v 1 , · · · , v N .
Let's denote the blown up singularity by X b and the pullback of the cycle Z t by Z b , then we know, that P c Z b ,vj = 0 for all 0 ≤ j ≤ N . Let's denote now the subsingularity of this blown up singularity supported by the vertices V ∪ u 1 , · · · u t by X u , then we have p g ( X u ) = p g ( X b ), so h 1 (Z t ) = h 1 (Z u ). Now it means, that (R u (π * (l ′ m )), L s ) is not relative dominant on Z u . It means, that for a generic element in L gen ∈ r −1 s (L s ) ⊂ Pic Ru(π * (l ′ m )) (Z u ) one has H 0 (Z u , L gen ) 0 = ∅. Now let's fix the singularity X u and move the contact points of the divisors E v1 , · · · E vN . Now π * (l ′ m ) has got positive coefficents on the vertices v 1 , · · · v N , and dim(Im(c N E * u t (Z u ))) = P c Zu,ut , which means that if we move these contact points, then the line bundles r u (π * (L)) form an open set in r −1 s (L s ) ⊂ P ic Ru(π * (l ′ m )) (Z u ). So for a generic choice of the contact points r u (π * (L)) is a generic line bundle in r −1 s (L s ) ⊂ Pic π * (l ′ m ) (Z u ),which means H 0 (Z u , r u (π * (L))) 0 = ∅, which means H 0 (Z t , π * (L)) 0 = ∅, and this case is done. Now on the other hand assume, that (l ′ m , L) is relative dominant on Z, in this case we want to prove H 0 (Z, L) 0 = ∅. Now from the fact that (l ′ m , L) is relative dominant on Z it follows, that for a generic line bundle L gen ∈ r −1 (L) ⊂ Pic Rs(l ′ m ) (Z s ) we have (π * (l ′ m ), L gen ) is relatively dominant on Z t , which means:
for all 0 ≤ l ≤ Z t . By induction we know, that for all 0 ≤ l ≤ Z t we have h 1 ((Z − l) s , L s (−R s (l))) = h 1 ((Z − l) s , L gen (−R s (l))), which means:
for all 0 ≤ l ≤ Z t . It means, that (π * (l ′ m ), L s ) is relative dominant on Z t , so for a generic line bundle L gen ∈ r −1 s (L s ) ⊂ Pic π * (l ′ m ) (Z t ) one has H 0 (Z t , L gen ) 0 = ∅. Now let's denote n = P c Zt,ut , and let's have coordinates w 1 , · · · , w n on the linear space V ut (Z t ) ⊂ H 1 (Z t ).
Since every differential form in H 0 ( X,K+Z) H 0 ( X,K has got a pole on E ut of order at most 1, the map
reduces to a map f : P 1 − δ ut points → V ut (Z). Now let's notice, that dim(Im(c (n+1)E * u t )(Z t )) = P c Zt,ut .
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We know, that the affine hull of the image of the map f is V ut (Z t ), which means if we choose n + 1 generic points p 1 , · · · , p n+1 ∈ P 1 − δ ut points, then f ′ (p 1 ), ..., f ′ (p n+1 ) generate V ut (Z t ) and there is exactly one linear dependence between them 1≤i≤n+1 a i f ′ (p i ) = 0, where a i = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1. Now let's blow up E ut in n+1 generic points p 1 , · · · , p n+1 , and let the new divisors be E v1 , · · · E vn+1 . Let's denote now the subsingularity of this blowed up singularity supported by the vertices V ∪ u 1 , · · · u t by X u , then we have p g ( X u ) = p g ( X b ), so h 1 (Z t ) = h 1 (Z u ). Now it means, that (R u (π * (l ′ m )), L s ) is relative dominant on Z u . Now π * (l ′ m ) has got positive coefficents on the vertices v 1 , · · · v n+1 , and dim(Im(c (n+1)E * u t (Z t ))) = P c Zt,ut , which means that if we move these contact points, then the line bundles r u (π * (L)) form an open set in r −1 s (L s ) ⊂ Pic Ru(π * (l ′ m )) ( X u ). So for a generic choice of the contact points p ′ 1 , · · · p ′ n+1 the line bundle r u (π * (L)) is a generic line bundle in r −1 s (L s ) ⊂ Pic π * (l ′ m ) ( X u ),which means, that H 0 (Z u , r u (π * (L))) 0 = ∅.
Let's have a section s ∈ H 0 (Z u , r u (π * (L))) 0 , and its divisor D on Z u . We know, that p ′ 1 , · · · , p ′ n+1 are generic points of the divisor E ut , which means, that we have a linear dependence 1≤i≤n+1 a i f ′ (p i ) = 0, where a i = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1.
Since the map c
, which means by the implicit function theorem, that we can move the contact points, such that their derivatives don't vanish, but the line bundle r u (π * (L)) stays the same. It means, that for a generic choice of (p ′ 1 , · · · p ′ n+1 ) one has a section in H 0 (Z u , r u (π * (L))) 0 , whose divisor is D and it is disjoint from the contact points (p ′ 1 , · · · , p ′ n+1 ). Since h 1 (Z b ) = h 1 (Z u ) one has also H 0 (Z b , π * (L)) 0 = ∅, and this is what we wanted to prove, so part 1) is proved.
For statement 2) let's have again the blown up singularity with vertex set V ∪ u 0 , · · · , u t and its subsingularity X s with resolution graph supported by the subgraph determined by the vertex set V \ u t ∪ u 0 , · · · , u t−1 .
It is obvious, that h 1 (Z s )−h 1 (Z 1 ) < h 1 (Z)−h 1 (Z 1 ), that if A ≤ Z s any cycle on X s and L s is any natural line bundle on X t satisfiying the conditions of our theorem, then h 1 (A, L s ) = h 1 (A, L gen ), where L gen is a generic line bundle in r −1 (L s |A 1 ), where A 1 = min(A, Z 1 ).
We will prove in the following, that if Z ′ ≤ Z t is a cycle on X t and L is a natural line bundle on X t , such that c 1 (L) = v∈Vt a v E v with a ut < 0, then we have h 1 (Z ′ , L) = h 1 (Z ′ , L gen ), where L gen is a generic line bundle in r −1 s (L|Z ′ s ). We prove this statement by induction on v∈Vt Z ′ v , if this is 0, then the satement is trivial.
Let's denote L|Z ′ s = L s , now there are two cases. If (l ′ m , L s ) is not relative dominant on Z ′ , then we have H 0 (Z ′ , L) 0 = ∅ and H 0 (Z ′ , L gen ) 0 = ∅. which means, that:
by the induction hypothesis, so we are done in this case. So assume, now, that (l ′ m , L s ) is relative dominant on Z ′ , which means by part 1), that H 0 (Z ′ , L) 0 = ∅ and H 0 (Z ′ , L gen ) 0 = ∅.
Let's denote by N a large number, such that dim(Im(c N E * u t )(Z ′ )) = P c Z ′ ,ut and let's blow up E ut in N generic points, and let the new singularity be X b , the new vertices be v 1 , · · · v N with contact points p 1 , · · · p N and the subsingularity supported by V ∪ u 1 , · · · , u t be X u . Furthermore let's denote the pullback of the cycle Z ′ by Z ′ b and it's restriction to X u by Z ′ u .
Now we know, that H 0 (Z ′ b , π * (L)) 0 = ∅. If we move the contact points p 1 , · · · , p N , we know, that the line bundles r u (π * (L)) form an open set in r −1 s (L|Z ′ s ) ⊂ Pic Ru(π * (l ′ m )) (Z ′ u ), which means, that for a generic choice of the contact points one has:
. Now notice, that we have the formula:
Now applying the induction hypothesis on Z ′ s , we get that
gen is a generic line bundle in r −1 (L|Z ′ 1 ), so finally we get that h 1 (Z ′ b , π * (L)) = h 1 (Z ′ b , L ′ gen ), and our statement 2) follows. Now let's prove part 3) in the following: So assume to the contrary that
Now we know, that there is an element w ∈ (r −1 (L)) * , such that dw vanishes in D ∈ ECa l ′ m ,L . The map w : r −1 (L) → C defines also maps V I (Z) → C for all I ⊂ V 2 , we still denote them by w.
Notice, that H 1 (Z) * can be identified with the differentiial forms H 0 ( X,K+Z) H 0 ( X,K) ⊂ H 0 ( X\E,K) H 0 ( X,K) having pole on a vertex E v of order at most Z v for every v ∈ V. Now, let's denote by Ω Z,V2 ⊂ H 0 ( X,K+Z) H 0 ( X,K) the differential forms, which has got no pole on the vertices v 2 ∈ V 2 and let W ⊂ H 0 ( X,K+Z)
be a complementery subspace, then W can be identified with the dual space (r −1 (L)) * , and we can see w as a differential form w ∈ W . We know, that there is a vertex v ∈ V 2 , such that w has got a pole on the exceptional divisor E v , and so the map
We blow up the exceptional divisor E v and repeatedly the new exceptional divisors in their generic points. Let the new divisors be E v0 = E v , E v2 , ...E vt . Let's denote by t the minimal number such that w hasn't got a pole on E vt , it means, that w has got a pole on E vt−1 of order 1.
Let's denote the vertex sets and and resolution graphs of the blownup singularities by V b,i , T i . Let's have the cycles on the blownups Z b,i = π * i (Z), where we know that H 1 (Z b,i ) = H 1 (Z), and we have the restriction map r i :
We know that t must be finite, and t ≤ Z v , because the order of the pole of w decreases 1 in each blow up.
just on the support point of the divisor, so this gives a function f : P − δ t−1 points → C.
We blow up E vt−1 in a generic point, so we can assume that w hasn't got an arrow at that point, which means by Laufer integration formula, that f has non zero differential at that point. Let's look at the cycle Z ′ t−1 = Z b,t − Z v · E vt on the t-th blownup, and let r ′ : H 1 (Z ′ t−1 ) → H 1 (Z 1 ) be the restriction map.
We have the surjective restricition map H 1 (Z t ) → H 1 (Z ′ t−1 ) and the dual map
H 0 ( X,K) , and we know, that w hasn't got a pole along the divisor E vt , which means, that w ∈
. Now it means, that if we have a line bundle L ′ ∈ r −1 t (L) on Z b,t then the value w on the line bundle L ′ depends just only on the restriction L ′ |Z ′ t−1 . So we can define a function ECa
We can easily see that this map depends only just on the support of the divisor and it gives a map g : P − δ t−1 points → C, where g = f + c for some c ∈ C. Indeed if the support of the divisor is not p it is trivial by pushing down to Z t−1 and it follows in p by continuity, so the derivative of g doesn't vanish in p. Also we can define the function ECa R(π * (l ′ m )),L → r ′−1 (L) → C, it is clear that this has derivative 0 in D by the definition of w.
Now lets define a germ S = (C, 0) of singularities X u by fixing the tubular neighborhood of the exceptional divisors E v , v ∈ V, E v1 , ..., E vt−1 and we change the plumbing with the tubular neighbrhood of E vt such that the derivative of the intersection point of the divisors E vt−1 and E vt doesn't vanish. Lets denote by L u the natural line bundle on X u with the same chern class as π * t (L). Notice that if L ′ is a line bundle on X u we can still speak about the value of w on L ′ , by taking the restriction L ′ |Z ′ t−1 . If the original singularity was enough generic with respect to X 1 , then the combinatorial type of the subspace complement H 0 (Z u , L u ) 0 remains stable and rises to a fibration over S and if u is small enough, there is a family of divisors
Now let's realise that on one hand we have dw(D u ) = 0. On the other hand L u on the blownups are: − q∈V a q E q − 1≤j≤t−1 a v E j − a v E t,u , so it means:
We know that dw(E t,u ) = 0, because df = 0 in p, so this is a contradiction. Now since c l ′ m : ECa l ′ m ,L → r −1 (L) is a submersion in D, it is trivial that (l ′ m , L) is relative dominant on Z, which is euqivalent to:
, on the other hand we know that Im(T D (r • c l ′ m (Z))) has codimension h 1 (Z 1 , L) in H 1 (Z 1 ), which means Im(T D (c l ′ m (Z))) has codimension h 1 (Z 1 , L) in H 1 (Z), which gives the desired h 1 (Z, L) = h 1 (Z 1 , L).
Let's notice, that the following theorem from [NNII] is an immediate consequence of our main theorem:
Theorem 6.1.19. Assume that (X, o) is generic with a fixed resolution graph T , and we choose an effective cycle Z and l ′ ∈ L ′ . Assume that the last term (l ′ t , Z t ) of the Laufer type computation
. Then h i (Z, O Z (l ′ )) = h i (Z, L gen ) for a generic line bundle L gen ∈ Pic l ′ (Z) (i = 0, 1).
Corollaries of the main theroems
As a first consequense of our main theorems we will define and characterise the analouge of rational singularities in the case of the relative setup. Let's recall, that a singularity X with resolution graph T is called rational if p g ( X) = 0 and this property depends just on the topological type T being equivalent to min l>0 χ(l) > 0.
We have the following analouge theorem in the relative case:
Theorem 7.0.1. Let's have 2 resolution graphs T 1 ⊂ T with vertex sets V 1 ⊂ V, where V = V 1 ∪ V 2 and a fixed singularity X 1 for the resolution graph T 1 , and cuts D v2 along we glue E v2 for all vertices v 2 ∈ V 2 which has got a neighbour in V 1 . Furthermore let's have an effective cycle Z on T and let's denote
Now let's assume that X is an arbitrary analytic stucture on T corresponding to X 1 and the cuts D v2 .
Then the property h 1 (Z) = h 1 (Z 1 ) is independent of the chosen analytic structure X and equivalent to that (0, O Z1 ) is relative dominant on the cycle Z, or equivalently:
If one of this equivalent properties holds, then we call the resolution graph T relatively rational to the singularity X 1 and the cuts D v2 on it.
Proof. Assume first, that h 1 (Z) = h 1 (Z 1 ) for some fixed analytical structure X on T . Now (0, O Z1 ) is surely relative dominant on the cycle Z, because H 0 (Z 1 , O Z1 ) 0 = ∅, and the line bundle O Z1 hasn't got a base point on X 1 , which means, that ECa 0,OZ 1 = ∅ and dim(r −1 (O Z1 )) = 0, where r is the restriction map Pic 0 (Z) → Pic 0 (Z 1 ) so the map ECa 0,OZ 1 → r −1 (O Z1 ) is dominant.
On the other hand assume, that (0, O Z1 ) is relative dominant on the cycle Z, and let's have an arbitrary analytic stucture X corresponding to X 1 and the cuts D v2 .
Notice, that dim(ECa 0,OZ 1 ) = h 1 (Z 1 , O Z1 ) − h 1 (Z 1 , O Z1 ) + (0, Z) = 0, and we know, that the map ECa 0,OZ 1 → r −1 (O Z1 ) is dominant, so it follows, that dim(r −1 (O Z1 )) = 0, which means, that h 1 (Z) = h 1 (Z 1 ) and it proves the theorem completely.
In the following we want to reprove some theorems from [NN19a] , namely that the clousure of images of Abel maps are affine subspaces in the case of elliptic singularities.
So let's use the same notations here as in [NN19a] regarding on the elliptic sequence of an elliptic singularity.
Observe that if X is an elliptic or rational singularity and L is a line bundle with chern class c 1 (L) ∈ −S ′ , then from [NNI] we know, that h 1 ( X, L) ≤ χ(l ′ ) − min l≥0 χ(l ′ + l) + p g and since χ(l ′ ) − min l≥0 χ(l ′ + l) = 0 in the elliptic or rational case we get that h 1 ( X, L) ≤ p g .
Lemma 7.0.3. Let T be an elliptic graph and let's have a subgraph T ′ and singularities corresponding to them X, X ′ , and furthermore let'
Theorem 7.0.8. Let T be a minimal, elliptic numerically Gorenstein graph with elliptic sequence V = B 0 , B 1 , · · · B m , then the possible geometric genuses corresponding to the graph T are 1, 2, · · · , m+ 1. More specifically if 0 ≤ i ≤ m and X i is a singularity corresponding to the graph B i such that p g ( X i ) = m−i+1 and let X be a relatively generic singularity with resolution graph T corresponding to X i , then we have p g ( X) = m − i + 1.
Proof. Let's have a relatively generic singularity X corresponding to the subsingularity X i . By our main theorem we know, that p g (
Notice that R(l) ∈ S ′ (T i ) and notice, that R(l) = 0 since otherwise we would have that O X (−l)| X i is the trivial line bundle on X i .
On the othr hand we know, that l ≥ E, so there is a vertex v ∈ V, which has got a neighbour w in T i , and we know, that v ∈ |l|, but we glue the exceptional divisor E v along a generic cut along E w . This is impossible, because X i is numerically Gorenstein, so we have P c w > 0, which means, that if the cut along we glue E w is generic, then O X (−l)| X i is nontrivial.
This means, that we have R(l) ∈ S ′ (T i ) \ 0. Now notice, that O(−l)| X i ∈ Im(c −R(l) ) and since X i is numerically Gorenstein we have dim(Im(c −R(l) )) ≥ 1, which means, that h 1 (
It means, that we have
On the other hand we know, that p g ( X) ≥ p g ( X i ) = m − i + 1, which means p g ( X) = m − i + 1 and we are done.
As another consequence we reprove a theorem about dimensions of Abelian images of generic singularities from [NNAD] in a slightly more general form.
So, let's have the setup as in [NNAD] , namely: Fix a resolution graph T and a generic singularity (X, o) with resolution X corresponding to it and let −l ′ = v∈V a v E * v ∈ S ′ (hence each a v ∈ Z ≥0 ). For every v ∈ V with a v > 0 we fix a v generic points on E v , say p v,kv , 1 ≤ k v ≤ a v . Starting from each p v,kv we consider a sequence of blowing ups of length s v,kv (s v,kv ≥ 0): first we blow up p v,kv and we create the exceptional curve F v,kv ,1 , then we blow up a generic point of F v,kv ,1 and we create F v,kv ,2 , and we do this all together s v,kv times. If s v,kv = 0 then we do not blow up p k,v k (this is 'chain of length zero'). We proceed in this way with all points p v,kv , hence we get v a v chains of modifications.
If a v = 0 we do no modification along E v . We can extend the above notation for a v = 0 too by k v = ∅ and s v,kv = 0. (In the sequel, in order to avoid aggregation of indices, we simplify k v into k.)
Let us denote this modification by π s : X s → X. In X s we find the exceptional curves (∪ v∈V E v ) ∪ (∪ (v,k):av >0 ∪ 1≤t≤s v,k F v,k,t ); we index the set of vertices as V s := V ∪ (∪ (v,k):av >0 ∪ 1≤t≤s v,k {w v,k,t }).
At each level s we set the next objects: Z s := π * s (Z), I s := ∪ (v,k):av >0 {w v,k,s v,k }, −l ′ s := (v,k):av >0 F * v,k,s v,k (in L ′ s , with the notation F v,k,0 = E v ), d s := dim Im( c l ′ s (Z s )) and e s := e Zs (I s ) (both associated with X s ).
We obviously have d s ≤ e s for any s. If a = 0 then k v = ∅ for all v, and s = 0, hence X s = X and d 0 = d Z (0) = 0 and e 0 = e Z (0) = 0.
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Moreover, if s = 0 (but l ′ not necessarily zero), then I s ⊂ V is the E * -support of l ′ , l ′ s = l ′ , X s = X, e 0 = e Z (l ′ ) and d 0 = d Z (l ′ ). 7.0.9. There is a natural partial ordering on the set of s-tuples. Some of the above invariants are constant with respect to s, some of them are only monotonous. E.g., by Leray spectral sequence one has h 1 (O Zs ) = h 1 (O Z ) for all s. One the other hand, if s 1 ≤ s 2 then e s1 = h 1 (O Zs 1 ) − dim Ω Zs 1 (I s1 ) ≥ h 1 (O Zs 2 ) − dim Ω Zs 2 (I s2 ) = e s2 because Ω Zs 1 (I s1 ) ⊂ Ω Zs 2 (I s2 ). In fact, for any ω, the pole-order along F v,k,t+1 of its pullback is at least one less than the pole-order of ω along F v,k,t .
Let's have any s and (v, k) with a v > 0, and let s v,k denote the tuple which is obtained from s by increasing s v,k by one.
The next theorem from [NNAD] relates the invariants {d s } s and {e s } s . We prove the next theorem in the following:
Theorem 7.0.11. Let's have an arbitrary resolution graph T , a generic singularity with resolution X corresponding to it, an effective cycle Z and a chern class l ′ ∈ −S ′ . Assume furthermore, that for every s the complement of I s in V s has got at most 1 nonrational component, then we have the following:
1) If l ′ is dominant on Z,then one has d Z (l ′ ) = h 1 (Z).
2) If l ′ is not dominant on Z, then one has d Z (l ′ ) = h 1 (Z) − (χ(−l ′ ) − min 0≤l≤Z χ(−l ′ + l) + 1).
Remark 7.0.12. If the support of l ′ contains only end vertices, then the condition of the theorem holds automatically.
Proof. To prove 1) notice, that if c l ′ (Z) : ECa l ′ (Z) → H 1 (Z) is dominant, then clearly dim(Im(c l ′ (Z))) = h 1 (Z) and there is nothing to prove. For part 2) assume, that c l ′ (Z) : ECa l ′ (Z) → H 1 (Z) is not dominant, and we will prove the statement using the algorthm by induction firstly on (l ′ , E) and secondly by a down running induction on v,k s v,k .
Of course if v,k s v,k is very large, then for some v,
In this case no form has pole along F = F v,kv ,s v,kv , thus the Abel map is not effected by the divisors supported on F . Hence, if we replace −l ′ = u a u E * u by −l ′ − = −E * v + u a u E * u and we write s − for the vector obtained from s by deleting the entry s v,kv , then we have from [NNAD] , that d s = d s− .
On the other hand notice, that s − and the tuples we get from this by increasing its elements also satisfies the conditions of the theorem.
We also have max 0≤l≤Zs (−l ′ s , l) − χ(l) + 1 = max 0≤l≤Zs − (−l ′ s− , l) − χ(l) + 1 as it can be seen very easily. On the other hand (l ′ s , E) > (l ′ s− , E), so in this case the statement follows from the induction hypothesis.
We also know that L 1 is a generic element of c l ′ (ECa l ′ (Z)), because dim(c(ECa l ′ (Z))) = e Z,I , so it means h 1 (Z, L 1 ) = h 1 (Z) − e Z,I . Now from semi continuity and from the fact that L 1 has got a zero dimensional divisor and L 2 hasn't got, we know, that h 1 (L 1 ) ≥ h 1 (L 2 ) + 1.
On the other hand we show, that if −l ′ + l ∈ S ′ and 0 ≤ l ≤ Z, then h 1 ((Z − l) ′ , L(−R(l))) + 1 ≥ h 1 ((Z − l) ′ , −R(l)).
Let the components of |(Z − l) ′ | be T 1 , ..., T i , and let the nonrational components be T 1 , ..., T k , now obviously, these components are contained in the nonrational component of T ′ . Lets decompose the cycle (Z − l) ′ = 1≤j≤i (Z − l) j . Now its trivial, that h 1 ((Z − l) j , L(−R(l))) = h 1 ((Z − l) j , −R(l)), if j > k + 1. since the components T j , j ≥ k + 1 are rational. Now assume first, that k > 1, then all T 1 , ..., T k , (Z − l) j and −R(l) satisfy the conditions of the collorary of our main theorem from [NNI] . So in this case we have h 1 ((Z − l) j , L(−R(l))) = h 1 ((Z − l) j , −R(l)), if j ≤ k, and so h 1 ((Z − l) ′ , L(−R(l))) = h 1 ((Z − l) ′ , −R(l)). Now assume, that k = 1, it means we only have to prove h 1 ((Z − l) 1 , L(−R(l))) + 1 ≥ h 1 ((Z − l) 1 , −R(l)).
If l contains a neighbour of the component T 1 , than it follows from the corollary of our main theorem from [NNI] . If l doesn't contain a neighbour of the component T 1 , but it contains a divisor E v , where v ∈ V 1 , then l ≥ v∈V1 E v , because l ′ + l ∈ S ′ , and then h 1 ((Z − l) 1 , L(−R(l))) = h 1 ((Z − l) 1 , −R(l)) from our main theorem.
Finally if l doesn't contain any divisor E v , where v ∈ V 1 , and any neighbour of the component T 1 , then the restriction of −l to (Z − l) 1 is the trivial line bundle, which means that h 1 ((Z − l) 1 , −R(l)) = 1 − min E1≤l≤(Z−l)1 χ(l) and h 1 ((Z − l) 1 , L(−R(l))) = − min 0≤l≤(Z−l)1 χ(l) and we get indeed h 1 ((Z − l) 1 , L(−R(l))) + 1 ≥ h 1 ((Z − l) 1 , −R(l)). Now we have arrived to the conclusion h 1 (L 1 ) = h 1 (L 2 ) + 1, so we have proved the statement of the lemma.
